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Abstract

To negotiate conflict and navigate status hierarchy, individuals in many species
form coalitions. We describe inter-personal conflicts and assess theories of coalition-
formation in a small-scale human society. Based on longitudinal and cross-sectional
social network analysis of men in two communities of Tsimane forager-horticulturalists,
we find evidence of reciprocity in coalitional support, as well as evidence of tran-
sitivity: an ally of my ally is likely to become my ally. We find mixed support for
coalition formation between individuals who share a common adversary. Coalition
formation was also predicted by food- and labour-sharing and especially by kinship.
Physically formidable men and men higher in informal status were more likely to
provide coalitional support over time; evidence was mixed that they receive more
coalitional support. The highest status men are hubs of a dense coalitional sup-
port network that indirectly link all men in the community. These findings suggest
male coalition formation is multiply motivated, and in general reveals the political
dynamics that structure men’s lives in small, relatively egalitarian communities.

Media Summary: Among the Tsimane, the emergence of coalitions over time is primarily motivated
by social status and existing social relationships between individuals.
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Introduction

The politics of animal societies often involves coalition-based competition. This is true of ravens,1

social carnivores, dolphins, elephants, and many primates (Bissonnette et al., 2015). Coalitions can2

be defined as two or more individuals who cooperate against a third party, be it an individual or rival3

coalition (Harcourt et al., 1992). The formation and coordination of coalitions is computationally4

demanding, which may have limited the frequency of its evolution in group-living animals. For exam-5

ple, coalition formation can require tracking changes in within-group loyalties as well as changes in6

individuals’ relative competitiveness (Silk, 1999; Perry et al., 2004; Young et al., 2014; Pietraszewski,7

2016).8

Principal motivations for coalition formation are to gain or maintain one’s status rank relative to9

others, or to exacerbate or attenuate status inequality even if relative ranks remain unchanged. In10

chimpanzees, male participation in coalitions with higher ranking males associates with increased11

mating opportunity relative to individuals of a similar rank, as well as gains in rank over time (Duffy12

et al., 2007; Gilby et al., 2013; Watts, 2018). Across many primate species, subordinates also form13

‘leveling’ coalitions to weaken higher ranking individuals’ privileged access to resources or mates14

(Pandit and van Schaik, 2003). The political and reproductive egalitarianism of small-scale human15

societies may owe in large part to leveling coalitions that are larger, more effective, and longer-lasting16

(Boehm, 1999; Gavrilets et al., 2008).17

Kin are a primary source of coalitionary support. The available pool of coalition partners may be18

biased towards kin, kinship may affect coalitional synergy, and relatedness to coalition partners may19

increase the returns to conflict victory as a result of inclusive fitness benefits (Bissonnette et al.,20

2015). Where contest competition is strong, the common primate pattern is that the philopatric sex21

(typically females) forms kin-based coalitions to enforce hierarchies (Van Schaik, 1989). Where contest22

competition is intermediate and benefits to helping kin are weaker, hierarchies are more likely to be23

structured by individual competitiveness than kin-based coalitions (Broom et al., 2009).24

An assumption of many coalition-formation models is that the joint competitiveness of coalition mem-25

bers relative to their target’s competitiveness determines the coalition’s success, so individuals should26

be sensitive to the relative competitiveness of potential coalition partners, such as their dominance27

rank or physical formidability (Bissonnette et al., 2015). Many empirical studies support this predic-28

tion, including studies of non-human primates (Silk, 1999; Perry et al., 2004; Young et al., 2014) and29

experimental studies in humans (Benenson et al., 2009; Barbaro et al., 2018). Coalitions are also built30

via exchange. For example, male chimpanzees may exchange meat (Nishida et al., 1992) or grooming31

(Watts, 2002) for support in conflicts. Exchange of food for coalitionary support among males has32

also been described in small-scale human societies (Patton, 2005). Female-female coalitions are largely33

limited to female philopatric species. Female bonobos are an interesting exception, surmounting their34

lack of kinship to form coalitions that thwart male aggression. While female bonobos frequently ex-35

change sex and grooming, there isn’t strong evidence female bonobo coalitions are built upon such36

exchange (Tokuyama and Furuichi, 2016).37

Humans form coalitions as a principal means of competing for, and regulating others’, social status38

(Boehm, 1999; Tooby et al., 2006; von Rueden et al., 2008). The relatively larger scale and efficacy of39

human coalitions may owe to cognitive abilities, such as language (Smith, 2003) and joint attention40

(Tomasello et al., 2005), which increase awareness of ongoing conflicts, increase ability to effectively41

intercede in conflicts on another’s behalf, and decrease the decay rate of affinities among coalition42

members (Gavrilets et al., 2008). Largely monogamous pair-bonding between males and females was43

also a likely ingredient in the evolution of human coalitions (Chapais, 2009). Pair-bonding reduces44

mate competition between prospective coalition partners and, among males, allows for more efficient45

recognition of kin for coalition-building. Furthermore, affinal kinship ties create shared interests46

among previously unrelated individuals or communities (Chapais, 2009) and can be as important47
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as consanguineal kinship ties in gaining or maintaining status (Hughes, 1988; Walker et al., 2013;48

Macfarlan et al., 2014). Thus, marriage can be an important strategy for building or cementing49

coalitions.50

In human societies, women and men often differ in the structure and function of their same-sex51

coalitions. Men have been more likely to value, build, and participate in large coalitions, often52

involving non-kin, in the service of intra-group coalitional competition (Low, 1992; Smuts, 1995) and53

inter-group warfare (McDonald et al., 2012; Glowacki et al., 2017). Several studies in industrialized54

societies suggest women’s same-sex coalitions tend to be smaller in size, less ostensibly hierarchical55

due to greater enforcement of egalitarianism, and slower to reconstitute once broken apart (Benenson,56

2019; David-Barrett et al., 2015; Liesen, 2013; Vigil, 2007). Sexual selection may contribute to these57

average sex differences in coalition-building, whether directly via a sex-specific coalitional psychology58

or indirectly via the influence of sexually selected reproductive strategies on culturally transmitted59

gender norms (von Rueden et al., 2018). Such norms specify the behaviour that is expected of60

women and men, particularly in the context of a sexual division of labour. In the majority of human61

societies, men are expected to engage in more labour outside of the household and women in more62

intra-household labour, including childcare. Sexual divisions of labour and associated cultural norms63

may frequently limit the extent of women’s coalition-building relative to men, particularly with non-64

kin (von Rueden et al., 2018).65

In the Amazonian community we analyze in the present study, von Rueden et al. (2018) previously66

found that men tend to have more cooperation partners than women, men tend to cooperate in67

larger groups, and a much larger fraction of men’s cooperation partners are same-sex (70 vs. 4468

percent) and non-kin (21 vs. 7 percent). Furthermore, men’s leveraging of their social relationships69

for coalitional support is generally more conspicuous, particularly during the mixed-sex community70

meetings in which much of the community politics play out (von Rueden et al., 2018). These sex71

differences support evaluation of men’s and women’s coalition-formation separately. However, the72

principal reason we exclude women from the present analysis is that we currently lack longitudinal73

data on women’s coalitions and conflicts.74

Predictions75

To better understand the factors that shape coalition formation in small-scale societies, particularly76

among men, we investigated coalition dynamics among men in a Tsimane community in Amazonian77

Bolivia. We use longitudinal social network analysis to quantify the contributions of structural network78

properties, existing relationships, and individual attributes on the probability of a coalition tie forming79

between two individuals. By coalition tie, we mean the likelihood that one man names another man80

as someone who comes to his aid during conflicts. Conflicts infrequently involve physical aggression;81

most often they are limited to verbal disputes. We also conduct a cross-sectional social network82

analysis in a second Tsimane community to compare to the results of our longitudinal analysis (See83

Supplementary Materials for more information about our cross-sectional analyses).84

We investigate several structural effects within the coalition networks. We predict (1) reciprocity in85

naming someone as a coalition partner. We also examine predictions from structural balance theory86

(Heider, 1982; Rawlings and Friedkin, 2017), which posits that certain triadic configurations are more87

likely to form than others within the networks. In particular, we predict that (2) an ally of a man’s88

ally is likely to also become his ally and (3) men in conflict with the same individual are likely to89

become allies.90

We analyze the multiplex (cross-network) effects of two other existing relationships on the probability91

of a man naming another man as a source of support during conflict. We predict that (4) food- and92

labour-sharing and (5) close kinship (a composite of consanguineal and affinal close kin) increase the93
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probability of a coalition tie. Men gain fitness benefits from supporting not just consanguineal kin but94

also affinal kin and non-kin exchange partners, because of the inter-dependence that affinal kinship95

and exchange generate (Aktipis et al., 2018). For example, brothers-in-law share fitness interests96

in each other’s offspring, and thus in each other’s well-being. Across small-scale societies, men on97

whom both consanguineal and affinal relatedness are concentrated tend to be higher status in their98

communities (Hughes, 1988; Walker et al., 2013), perhaps in part because they can draw on greater99

coalitional support. Furthermore, a composite measure of consanguineal and affinal relatedness may100

often best predict which individuals remain together following kin group fission (Hughes, 1988).101

The individual attributes we analyze include physical formidability (a composite of height, weight, and102

upper body strength) and social status (a composite of informal political influence and respect within103

the community). Because these attributes increase the market value of potential coalition partners,104

we predict that (6) more physically formidable or higher status individuals should be more likely to105

be aided by others during conflicts. We also predict (7) higher status individuals are more likely to106

aid others during conflicts, because maintaining or gaining social status may be dependent on not107

just receiving but also providing help in resolving conflicts, if not providing more partisan coalitional108

support. In our previous work with the Tsimane, we showed that higher status men are most likely109

to gain food- and labour-sharing partners over time. While sharing partners do not tend to assort on110

the basis of status, cooperation with higher status men increases a man’s own status over time (von111

Rueden et al., 2019). We argue that the uniquely human dependence of status on prestige (i.e., a112

reputation for being able and willing to deliver unique benefits to others) contributed to the evolution113

of cooperation and egalitarianism in human societies.114

In the current analysis, we also predict that (8) high status men are more likely to experience conflict,115

for several potential reasons. They may be less wary of the consequences of conflict, more likely to win116

conflicts, or get drawn into conflicts they attempt to mediate. Higher status Tsimane men are more117

frequent mediators of inter-personal conflicts within their communities (Glowacki and von Rueden,118

2015). Higher status men may also provoke envy or leveling behaviour on the part of lower status119

men. Among the highly egalitarian Ju’hoansi hunter-gatherers, higher status individuals, including120

camp leaders and skilled producers, were more likely than others to both initiate and to be targets of121

public criticism or other punishment (Wiessner, 2005).122

Methods123

Ethnographic Setting124

The Tsimane live in villages ranging from 50 to 500 individuals in the neotropics of central, low-land125

Bolivia. Their economy is based on swidden horticulture (plantains, manioc, rice and corn), hunting,126

fishing and fruit gathering. Men do the large majority of hunting while women do the large majority127

of direct childcare and food processing. Both participate substantially in horticultural production.128

Food sharing and collabouration in productive activities tend to be concentrated within extended129

families residing in the same or nearby households (Hooper et al., 2015). After marriage, men often130

reside near the household of their parents-in-law. However, men rarely lack consanguineal kin in the131

community, since marriages tend to occur between community members, and men will otherwise tend132

to marry into communities where a sibling already resides.133

The Tsimane remained largely unconnected to Bolivian society until the mid-twentieth century, when134

a new wave of missionaries and a road from the highlands arrived. Average income is less than 2 (US135

dollars) per day from the sale of horticultural products and sporadic wage labour with loggers and136

ranchers.137
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The Tsimane have no recent history of inter-group warfare. Within villages, dyadic conflicts tend to138

be resolved by the parties directly involved, sometimes with the aid of close kin and other coalition139

members. For many of the conflicts that remain unresolved, other third parties within the village may140

step in to help mediate. This includes the corregidor, who is elected to represent the village’s interests141

with outsiders and to coordinate meetings (von Rueden et al., 2014). Village meetings often involve142

mediation of more intractable conflicts, coordination of communal work like village trail-clearing, and143

discussion of joint projects with the Bolivian government or non-governmental organizations. During144

meetings or smaller gatherings, vocal support from allies is a principal means by which men swing145

opinion in their favour.146

The following dialogue is an example of conflict over land for horticultural purposes that is frequent in147

Tsimane communities. Conflicts over land are frequent in that land isn’t formally owned by individuals148

and population growth has increased demand for access to nearby forest for horticultural purposes.149

Two members of the longitudinal study community, Julio and Manuel, had begun planting in an area150

where another community resident, Miguel, argued he had first staked a claim. The ensuing conflict151

was discussed in a community meeting by those involved in the conflict and by several other attendees.152

Names are changed to retain anonymity.153

Miguel: “When I first married my wife, I made my field near here because I want to live with my154

family. But now my father-in-law lives in this place. So I moved to the place where I am now. I have155

already cut five hectares out of the forest, where I have a field and a house. Now, others want to use156

my land, and I don’t want to fight with my neighbors. They thought that if they planted banana trees157

I wouldn’t cross into their field. I just want them to give me 200 meters, that’s all.”158

Juan: “I also know that when Miguel moved over there he made his field by that lagoon. I helped159

him cut down all the trees. The field first belonged to Miguel, not to Julio or Manuel. First it was160

Miguel’s.”161

Miguel: “I have already planted where I live now. I have asked Benicio to help me tell other people162

not to move into the place where I now live. Let them look somewhere else, in another part of the163

forest.”164

Juan: “As Miguel said, where we now have our fields others should not plant. Go over and look at it165

all so you will know. Because we can’t live anywhere else.”166

Benicio: “The soil needs us now; we must begin to work because our families will be hungry. The soil167

does not grow without us. We need it to survive.”168

Both Benicio and Juan are allies of Miguel and are in support of his claim to disputed land. Julio169

and Manuel did not voice their views in the meeting, probably because they sensed a relative lack of170

coalitional support for their cause.171

Data Collection172

In one Tsimane village (village 1), three waves of panel data were collected from the entire adult male173

population aged 21 years and older. Data were collected in 2009 (n = 78), 2014 (n = 83), and 2017174

(n = 90). Data were collected through structured interviews to generate social networks and status175

rankings. In 2008, the panel data was also collected from the entire adult male population in a second176

Tsimane community (village 2, n = 89). See Supplementary Materials for further information about177

Village 2.178
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Social Networks179

Social network data were constructed using a name generator approach. This entails that all adult men180

living in the village that year were asked to freelist others in the community. These self-report nomi-181

nation data were combined to create a sociocentric and binary graph with 1’s in the matrix indicating182

the presence (and 0’s an absence) of a tie between individuals. Since the social network measures183

solicit responses on participant’s perceptions of their social relationships, the networks are directed184

graphs and, thus, all ties are not expected to be reciprocal. Coalition networks were constructed by185

asking participants to freelist ‘who comes to your aid when you are in a conflict with others? ’. Con-186

flicts were captured by asking participants to freelist ‘who have you been in a conflict with during the187

past year? ’. Participants were also asked to describe the conflicts they reported and whether anyone188

helped mediate the conflict. Subsequently, CvR used the text of participants’ responses to subjectively189

categorise their reported conflicts, as depicted in Figure 1. Our food- and labour-sharing network was190

generated by asking participants who shares food with them or assists them in hunting, fishing, or191

horticultural labour. Participants were asked about each of these domains of cooperation separately,192

but nominations were combined by taking their union, such that any nomination in a given domain193

of food- and labour-sharing was treated as a binary tie between the participant and the nominated194

individual.195

Photo Rankings of Social Status196

At every wave of data collection, approximately one third of adult men were randomly selected to rank197

PolaroidTM photographs of other adult men in the village. Each of these individuals was instructed198

to rank two sets of photographs for each of several separate dimensions of social status within the199

community. These dimensions include ‘whose voice carries more weight during community debates’200

and ‘who is more respected ’. Peer-ratings can be an efficient and accurate method for producing201

quantitative data from local knowledge (Reyes-Garćıa et al., 2016; Stibbard-Hawkes et al., 2018),202

especially for a public, positional good-like status. Furthermore, studies of the Tsimane and other203

small-scale societies find that peer-rated status correlates strongly with observational measures of204

status (von Rueden et al., 2018; Werner, 1981).205

The photos presented to participants showed only the top half of each man’s body and were set against206

as neutral a background as possible. Photos were numbered, and the photos chosen for a particular207

set corresponded to the row vectors in a matrix based on a projective plane (von Rueden et al.,208

2008, 2019). Such matrices keep the number of vectors and numbers per vector to a minimum, while209

ensuring a pair of numbers appear together in the same vector only once. Based on this approach,210

each man’s photo was ranked nine times in 2009, each time in a set with eight other photos to whom211

he had not yet been compared. Thus, each man could receive a score on each status dimension ranging212

from 9 (lowest) to 81 (highest). In 2014 and 2017, a larger matrix was used to account for growth in213

community size, such that each man was ranked ten times, each time in a set with nine other photos to214

whom he had not yet been compared. The photo-ranked scores from 2014 and 2017 were transformed215

to match the potential range in scores (9–81) from 2009.216

All sets of photographs presented to participants were shuffled into a random order and participants217

were asked to rearrange the photographs into a line of photographs that they believed to best represent218

the relative ranking of individuals within the array. No ties between photographs were allowed, and219

no participant was presented a photograph set which contained their own photo. We combined the220

photo-ranked status dimensions into a single variable (status), as suggested by a maximum-likelihood221

factor analysis (von Rueden et al., 2019) and normalized status such that the variable ranged between222

0 and 1.223
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Other Covariates224

Every 1-3 years during the study period, clinicians associated with the Tsimane Health and Life225

History Project (THLHP:http://www.unm.edu/~tsimane) measured participants’ height and weight226

with a portable stadiometer and a digital weigh scale, respectively. Shoulder and chest strength were227

measured with a Lafayette Manual Muscle Tester and grip strength was measured with a Smedley228

III dynamometer. We summed these values to create a composite upper body strength measure. A229

maximum-likelihood factor analysis indicated that height, weight and upper body strength comprised a230

distinct factor with adequate internal consistency. We then standardized and averaged these measures231

to assess them as a single covariate (“physical formidability”) that captures physical strength and size.232

Demographic data used to determine kinship were retrieved from reproductive history interviews first233

collected in 2003-2005 and updated during the study period. Individuals were analysed as close kin if234

they were brothers, father and son, brothers-in-law, or father and son-in law. This categorical measure235

captures the concentration of Tsimane economic and social life within household clusters, where men236

live near their own parents and siblings or, particularly early in marriage, near their wives’ parents237

and siblings. While the close kin measure doesn’t capture weaker kin ties, the range for men’s number238

of close kin is large, from (0%) up to (18.5%) of all adult men age 21 years and older in village 1. See239

Table 1 for more descriptives.240

Analytical Strategy241

We implemented a stochastic actor-oriented model (SAOM) to assess the development of our coalition242

network in village 1 over the eight-year period, and a stationary SAOM to analyse our cross-sectional243

coalition network in village 2 (See Supplementary Materials for more information and results; Snijders244

and Steglich, 2015). Our models were estimated using the RSiena package (version 1.2-25, Ripley et al.,245

2020) in R (v3.6.3, Team, 2013). SAOMs are a type of agent-based simulation model that assess latent,246

unobserved change in a network over continuous time, which is calibrated by observed networks that247

have been measured at discrete points in time. Within the model, a rate function measures the248

opportunities for individuals to make sequential changes to the states of their outgoing ties, and the249

probabilities of any given tie change are measured by a linear combination of effects contained in an250

objective function (Snijders, 1996). These effects can be endogenous (i.e., structural processes internal251

to the network), may depend upon individual and dyadic covariates, or specify associations between252

different networks.253

Model Specification254

In the current research, we assessed coalition ties as a dependent network. We included endogenous255

parameters for outdegree, reciprocity, indegree popularity, outdegree activity, and shared popularity.256

The outdegree parameter is similar to the intercept of a regression model and assesses the number of257

outgoing ties, while reciprocity measures the tendency for individuals to reciprocate ties over time,258

and the indegree popularity and outdegree activity parameters examine the tendency for indegree259

(and outdegree) to predict future indegree (and outdegree) ties. We also included a shared popularity260

term, that assesses the tendency for individuals to gain ties with the same set of other individuals261

(Robins et al., 2009).262

To assess our predictions stemming from balance theory, we included a parameter to assess transitive263

group formation (GWESP: geometrically-weighted edgewise shared partners). More specifically, if264

individual i is a coalitional partner with individual h, and individual h is a coalitional partner with265

individual j, then over time individual i is more likely to nominate individual j as a coalitional partner.266
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We also included a mixed closure with conflict parameter, which captures the process whereby if267

individual i has a conflict with individual h, and individual h has a conflict with individual j, then268

individual i is more likely to form a coalition with individual j.269

To examine the roles of social status and physical formidability in coalition formation, we included270

parameters for indegree (alter), outdegree (ego) and covariate similarity. We also included indegree271

and outdegree parameters specific to the community corregidor. Though this elected position was held272

by a different individual at each time point, the corregidor was always the most frequently nominated273

source of coalitional support. A principal expectation of the corregidor is that he dispassionately274

assists in dispute resolution when called upon. Moreover, we specified dyadic effect parameters that275

capture the direct effects that kinship and food- and labour-sharing have on coalition formation.276

Network Composition and Missing Values277

Among the Tsimane, migration between communities is relatively common and, given the large278

timescale of the current research, a non-trivial proportion of individuals aged into our adult male279

category between our points of observation. To account for this change in network composition, we280

use the Huisman-Snijders method of joiners and leavers (Huisman and Snijders, 2003). Due to the281

large proportion of change observed across time points—likely caused by severe flooding in 2014 and282

also by changing sample composition—we fixed the rate parameter for the period between our initial283

observations of data (period 1: 2009-2014) to allow adequate model convergence. We further included284

several time dummies for our model parameters to account for time heterogeneity observed across285

observation periods (following a forward-selection approach recommended by Lospinoso et al., 2011).286

Given this, we report estimates for period 1 (2009-2014) and period 2 (2014-2017) for certain (time287

heterogeneous) parameters separately in the relevant figures, tables and text in our results section.288

Missing values (total 8.5%) for status (2%) and physical formidability (11.5%) were imputed using a289

Bayesian copula approach (Hoff, 2018). See (Hollenbach et al., 2018) for an overview and comparison290

with other multiple imputation methods.291

Results292

Descriptive Statistics293

Figure 1: Outline of Types of Observed Conflicts. The inner donut chart describes the proportion of
types of conflicts across the entire sample, with corresponding percentages reported in the key. The
outer radial bar-chart depicts individual-level information on conflicts, with each bar representing an
individual, and the length of the bar pertaining to the number of conflicts that the individual was
involved in. The colour of these bars represents the types of conflict that the individual was involved
in and corresponds to the categories outlined in the key.

Before making any inferences about intragroup coalitions within our study community, we describe the294

conflicts reported by community members. While we do not know what fraction of reported conflicts295

precipitated coalitional support, in the majority of conflicts (55%) respondents cited intervention by296

informal, third-party mediators. The difference between coalitional support and mediation is not297

clear-cut. Mediators are expected to be non-partisan, though this isn’t always the case. Thus, when298

nominating others as sources of coalitional support, individuals were likely including mediators as well299

as more clearly partisan supporters.300
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As shown in Figure 1, there was a total of 436 conflicts observed in village 1 in 2009, 2014 and 2017—301

and village 2 in 2008—and individuals were, on average, involved in 1.98 conflicts. Most of these302

conflicts were due to disputes over access to land (30.5%), perceived free-riding such as selling lumber303

from community forest without consent (20%), money owed (12.2%) and theft (11.5%). Another304

notable category of conflict was failure to support a coalition member in the context of another305

conflict, which accounted for 4.6% of all conflicts. In one time wave (2014), individuals also reported306

whether their conflicts ever precipitated physical violence: 12 of 87 conflicts (13.8%) at some point307

involved a physical fight.308

In the initial wave of observation (2009) in Village 1, individuals on average either made or received309

roughly one conflict nomination. Conflict nominations decreased over time in village 1, while within310

time-waves the proportion of conflicts in which both parties nominated one another increased (i.e.,311

network reciprocity: see Table 1). Minimal network reciprocity in conflict nominations, within time-312

waves, is consistent with other studies, where negative ties tend to be reciprocated less than positive313

ties, e.g. 34 percent vs. 5 percent in rural Honduran villages (Isakov et al., 2019), and 60-80 percent314

vs. 10-20 percent in a massively multiplayer online game (Szell et al., 2010).315

Table 1: Network descriptive statistics for Village 1

Variable n ties Densitya Recip.b Trans.c Cent.d Mean Deg. Range In Range Out
Village 1
Coalition 2009 330 0.058 0.37 0.25 0.374 4.342 0 - 54 0 - 12
Coalition 2014 310 0.048 0.355 0.288 0.319 3.827 0 - 52 0 - 10
Coalition 2017 341 0.045 0.328 0.268 0.251 3.875 0 - 44 0 - 13
Conflict 2009 124 0.022 0.065 0.103 0.052 1.632 0 - 11 0 - 8
Conflict 2014 59 0.009 0.102 0.05 0.035 0.728 0 - 5 0 - 3
Conflict 2017 61 0.008 0.164 0.03 0.033 0.693 0 - 5 0 - 4
Sharing 2009 655 0.115 0.47 0.347 0.221 8.618 1 - 35 1 - 21
Sharing 2014 259 0.04 0.548 0.343 0.099 3.198 0 - 12 0 - 11
Kinship 2009 230 0.081 1 0.596 0.094 6.053 0 - 13 0 - 13
Kinship 2014 238 0.073 1 0.581 0.09 5.877 0 - 13 0 - 13

Village 2
coalition 2008 233 0.03 0.137 0.185 0.148 2.618 0 - 24 0 - 9
conflict 2008 96 0.012 0.062 0.099 0.062 1.079 0 - 10 0 - 5
Sharing 2008 542 0.069 0.461 0.343 0.085 6.09 1 - 18 1 - 20
kinship 2008 289 0.074 1 0.586 0.121 6.494 0 - 17 0 - 17

Note. aDensity depicts proportion of nominations at each time point, divided by the number of possible
ties. bReciprocity shows the number of ties that are reciprocated between dyads. cTransitivity is the
proportion of triads observed (e.g., individuals i, j and h are all connected in a triangle, regardless of the
direction of the connecting ties). dDegree centralization refers to how structurally-centered the network
is, base on individual heterogeneity in degree (i.e., counts of nominations).

The small number of conflict nominations and low temporal stability to the conflict network precluded316

our ability to include conflict as a dependent network in our analyses. Thus, as a test of prediction (8),317

we present only descriptive bivariate correlations between status and conflict indegree and outdegree318

(see Supplementary Materials Figure 2). In village 1, status at all points of observation has a moderate319

association with receiving conflict nominations (r = 0.37-0.57), while the associations it has with320

sending conflict ties is much smaller (r = 0.05-0.32).321

Descriptive statistics indicate that our coalition networks are relatively sparse, with between 310−344322

nominations in village 1 and individuals, on average, sending or receiving 4.02[0 − 54] nominations323

across the three points of observation. Table 1 outlines descriptive network statistics that characterise324

coalitions in village 1. Coalitions seem to be described by a moderate amount of clustering (global325
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transitivity) centered on particular men (degree centralization). We further assessed the community326

structure within the coalition network using the Map Equation (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008; Rosvall327

et al., 2009) in the R package, igraph (v.1.2.5, Csardi et al., 2006). More specifically, the Map328

Equation is a flow-based community detection algorithm that classifies individuals into subgroups329

of densely connected individuals. For a detailed outline of this procedure see (Rosvall et al., 2009).330

As visualised in Figure 2a-c, our coalition networks in village 1 constitute one large community of331

67 (2009), 49 (2014), and 56 (2017) densely connected individuals, and several peripheral groups332

consisting of between 2 and 7 individuals. See Supplementary Materials for descriptive information333

about the coalition network in Village 2.334

Figure 2: Network digraphs of the coalition networks observed in 2009, 2014, and 2017. Nodes
(circles/individuals) are coloured by the community that they have been assigned to by the MAP
equation (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008). Coalition ties are coloured grey, and conflict ties red.

Longitudinal Analysis335

Refer to Table 2 and Figure 3 for parameter estimates (β̂), standard errors (SE), p-values (p), odds336

ratios (OR) and confidence intervals (CI) for our stochastic actor-oriented model of coalition formation337

over time in village 1. Refer to Supplementary Materials for full results of the cross-sectional SAOM338

in village 2.339

Within-Network Results340

Our results suggest that there was a general tendency for individuals to be selective when naming341

coalition partners (outdegree: OR = 0.07, CI = [0.04 − 0.14]). The coalition network was further342

characterised by substantial indegree differentiation (OR = 1.32, CI = 1.17 − 1.48]), and relative343

homogeneity in outdegree nominations (OR = 0.82, CI = [0.68 − 0.98]). Alongside this, individuals344

were marginally less likely to receive nominations from those who were structurally equivalent (i.e.,345

held similar positions within the network: OR = 0.98, CI = [0.97 − 1.00]). Taken together, these346

findings suggest that, while individuals generally tended to list a similar number of coalition partners,347

we observe a so-called Matthew effect, where an individual’s indegree popularity propagates their348

future popularity, and where these popular individuals tend to be nominated by different sets of349

others.350

In support of prediction (1), individuals also tended to reciprocate nomination of each other as coalition351

partners over time (OR = 2.59, CI = [2.02 − 3.32]). In line with prediction (2) relating to balance352

theory, we found that individuals formed coalitions through transitive processes (OR = 2.87, CI =353

[2.15 − 3.82]). This suggests that if individual i named individual h as a coalition partner, and354

individual h named individual j, individual i was subsequently more likely to name individual j as a355

coalition partner.356

Cross-Network Results357

Our findings suggest that the direct associations between the coalition network and other social358

networks helped guide nominations. However, these cross-network results indicate non-trivial time359

heterogeneity between points of observation. In period one (2009-2014), there was no real pattern of360

mixed transitive closure between coalition and conflict ties (OR = 1.01, CI = [0.70−1.48]). In period361

two (2014-2017) and in support of prediction (3), we do observe transitive closure between coalition362
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Table 2: Estimates of the longitudinal SAOM

Parameter β̂ SE p OR CI
Rate: 2009-2014 (Fixed) 40.00 - - - -
Rate: 2014-2017 79.77 35.49 0.025 - -
Outdegree -2.68 0.35 <0.001 0.07 0.03-0.14
Reciprocity 0.95 0.13 <0.001 2.59 2.02-3.32
Transitive group formation (GWESP)a 1.05 0.15 <0.001 2.87 2.15-3.82
Shared Popularity -0.02 0.01 0.025 0.98 0.97-1.00
Indegree popularity (sqrt) 0.28 0.06 <0.001 1.32 1.17-1.48
Outdegree activity (sqrt) -0.20 0.09 0.030 0.82 0.68-0.98
Mixed closure with conflict (2009-2014) 0.01 0.19 0.939 1.01 0.70-1.46
Mixed closure with conflict (2014-2017) 1.33 0.38 <0.001 3.79 1.81-7.93
Main effect of kinship 0.74 0.09 <0.001 2.10 1.77-2.50
Main effect of sharing (2009-2014) 0.18 0.10 0.071 1.19 0.99-1.44
Main effect of sharing (2014-2017) 0.92 0.16 <0.001 2.52 1.84-3.46
Status indegree 0.64 0.23 0.005 1.90 1.21-2.99
Status outdegree (2009-2014) 0.71 0.27 0.009 2.03 1.19-3.48
Status outdegree (2014-2017) -1.33 0.29 <0.001 0.27 0.15-0.47
Status similarity 0.23 0.20 0.237 1.26 0.86-1.86
Physical formidability indegree (2009-2014) <0.01 <0.01 0.020 1.00 1.00-1.01
Physical formidability indegree (2014-2017) -0.02 <0.01 <0.001 0.98 0.98-0.99
Physical formidability outdegree 0.01 <0.01 0.012 1.01 1.00-1.01
Physical formidability similarity 0.19 0.22 0.385 1.21 0.79-1.85
Corregidor indegree (2009-2014) -0.75 0.16 <0.001 0.47 0.34-0.65
Corregidor indegree (2014-2017) 1.37 0.33 <0.001 3.94 2.07-7.51
Corregidor outdegree -0.38 0.25 0.131 0.68 0.42-1.12

Note. Our indegree parameters denote the tendency for an individual to be named by others as providing
coalitional support, while outdegree denotes the likelihood an individual names others as providing coali-
tional support. Similarity denotes the tendency for individuals to name others as providing coalitional
support who score similarly on that covariate. Estimates for time periods one (2009-2014) and two (2014-
2017) appear separately only where there were substantial time heterogeneous effects. a Geometrically
weighted edgewise shared partners, with α = 0.69.
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and conflict ties (OR = 3.79, CI = [1.81−7.93]), such that if individual i was in conflict with individual363

h, and individual h was in conflict with individual j, then individual i was subsequently more likely364

to form a coalition tie with individual j. In period one (2009-2014), food- and labour-sharing had a365

marginal direct association (OR = 1.19, CI = [0.99−1.44]) with choice in coalition partners. In period366

two (2014-2017) and in support of prediction (4), our results highlight that there was an increased367

tendency for individuals to form coalitions with their sharing partners (OR = 2.52, CI = [1.84−3.46]).368

Across the entire study in village 1, coalitions were substantially more likely to form between close369

kin (OR = 2.10, CI = [1.77 − 2.50]), per prediction (5).370

Covariate Results371

There is contradictory support for prediction (6). In time period one (2009-2014), high status men were372

more likely to name coalition partners (OR = 2.03, CI = [1.19 − 3.48]), whereas in period two (2014-373

2017), high status men were less likely to name coalition partners (OR = 0.27, CI = [0.15− 0.47]). In374

support of prediction (7), our results suggest that those high in status were more likely to be named375

as coalition partners over time, across both time periods (OR = 1.90, CI = [1.21−2.99]). In addition,376

physically formidable men were slightly more likely to be named as coalition partners in period 1377

(OR = 1.00, CI = [1.00 − 1.01]), but slightly less likely to be named in period 2 (OR = 0.98, CI =378

[0.98 − 0.99]). Across both time periods those high in physical formidability were slightly more likely379

to name a greater number of other men as coalition partners (OR = 1.01, CI = [1.00 − 1.01]). There380

was no substantial tendency for individuals to preferentially nominate others who were similar to381

themselves (i.e. homophily), whether in physical formidability (OR = 1.21, CI = [0.79 − 1.85]) or in382

status (OR = 1.26, CI = [0.86 − 1.86]).383

The village corregidor was less likely to be named as a coalition partner during time period one384

(OR = 0.47, CI = [0.34 − 0.65]), but was more likely to be named as a coalition partner during time385

period two (OR = 3.94, CI = [2.07− 7.51]). Over the entire period of observation, the corregidor had386

no greater likelihood of naming others as coalition partners (OR = 0.68, CI = [0.43 − 1.12]).387

We further assessed our predictions by analysing coalition and conflict ties at a single time point388

in a second Tsimane community. For our cross-sectional analyses we specified a stationary SAOM,389

whereby we assume that the network is in short-term dynamic equilibrium and, thus, we use the same390

observed network as both the start and end point of observation, and fix our rate parameter to a391

reasonably high number so that the simulation can reach an equilibrium state. See Snijders et al.392

(2010) and Snijders and Steglich (2015) for detailed overviews. We included comparable parameters393

to our longitudinal analyses, and our cross-sectional results were generally qualitatively similar to our394

longitudinal results. See supplementary materials for full details of our cross-sectional analyses and395

results.396

Figure 3: Forest plot of Odds Ratios and Confidence intervals for parameters included in the longitu-
dinal analyses. Our indegree parameters denote the tendency for an individual to be named by others
as providing coalitional support, while outdegree denotes the likelihood an individual names others
as providing coalitional support. Similarity denotes the tendency for individuals to name others as
providing coalitional support who score similarly on that covariate. Estimates for time periods one
(2009-2014) and two (2014-2017) appear separately only where there were substantial time heteroge-
neous effects.
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Discussion397

In group-living animals, coalition formation helps individuals resolve interpersonal conflicts in their398

favour, gain status, suppress or wield dominance, and gain advantage in inter-group encounters (Bis-399

sonnette et al., 2015). Studying inter-individual coalition formation in human societies is complicated400

by the formal institutions, such as schools, businesses, courts, and governments, that structure social401

relationships and conflict resolution. We evaluated coalition formation in a small-scale human society402

where conflict resolution and politics in general remains largely informal. In two communities of the403

Tsimane people of lowland Bolivia, we described the inter-personal conflicts that tend to arise between404

men, and we examined several predictions regarding the coalitional support men receive in the event405

of conflicts.406

Our longitudinal analysis, spanning three waves of data collection in one village (2009, 2014, and407

2017), generally support our predictions. We find evidence that men reciprocate nomination of each408

other as coalition partners, and we find evidence in support of structural balance theory (Heider,409

1982; Rawlings and Friedkin, 2017). In particular, we find evidence of transitivity, whereby an ally of410

a man’s ally is likely to become his ally as well. Transitivity in coalition formation is not unique to411

humans. For example, proximity networks in a community of bottlenose dolphin have been shown to412

be similarly patterned by transitivity (Christakis, 2019; Lusseau, 2003). Why transitivity structures413

coalition formation may owe to lower transaction costs when building a relationship with an ally’s414

ally, greater probability of shared interests when allying with an ally’s ally, or greater coalitional415

synergy. Multiple studies indicate that the level of connectedness among one’s supporters increases416

the perceived social support one receives from them (Lee et al., 2020). Likely for similar reasons, we417

find evidence that men in separate conflicts with the same individual are likely to become allies, albeit418

only in the second period of our longitudinal analysis (2014-2017).419

We predicted and found effects of kinship, and of existing sharing relationships on men’s subse-420

quent coalition formation. The effect of the latter was more substantial in the second period of the421

longitudinal analysis. While exchange of food associates with coalitionary support in chimpanzees422

(Nishida et al., 1992), and in other small-scale human societies with pronounced within- and between-423

community coalitionary competition (Patton, 2005), it is unlikely that exchange of food and labour is424

primarily motivated by coalition formation in the Tsimane context. We suggest it is more likely that425

Tsimane men provide coalitional support to their exchange partners in order to increase the prob-426

ability that the exchange relationship continues, though we do not test this possibility. In general,427

analyzing the interactions of multiple social networks over time can greatly improve our understanding428

of how relationships form (Atkisson et al., 2020; Boccaletti et al., 2014; De Bacco et al., 2017; Kivelä429

et al., 2014).430

We also predicted and found that individuals of higher social status in terms of influence and respect431

were more likely to be named as sources of coalitional support over time. This result is consistent432

with a dependence of status on providing aid to others, particularly in societies like the Tsimane433

where status hierarchy is relatively informal and access to material wealth is limited (Baldassarri and434

Grossman, 2013; von Rueden et al., 2019). We also found that status-similar individuals are not435

more likely to become coalition partners. It’s likely that higher status individuals target lower status436

individuals with coalitional support, in part to legitimate or increase their political influence. Lower437

status individuals may target higher status individuals with coalitional support to increase the efficacy438

of their coalition and to gain status themselves. We previously showed in this community that food439

and labour-sharing also shows a lack of status homophily, individuals gain status in proportion to the440

status of their sharing partners, and that higher status men gave and received more food and labour441

over time (von Rueden et al., 2019). In the present analysis, however, higher status men reported442

receiving coalitional support from a greater number of men only in time period 1. In time period 2,443

higher status men reported receiving coalitional support from fewer other men.444
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We also found preliminary support for the prediction that high status men are more likely to be445

identified as a source of conflict. However, the descriptive associations we report between status and446

receipt of conflict nominations must be interpreted with caution, as we did not model conflict as a447

dependent network with the full suite of covariates we analyze for the coalition network. It may be448

that high status men experience more conflict simply because they also have more food- and labour-449

sharing partnerships, in which conflicts of interest can arise, or because they have more coalition ties,450

which increases opportunity to get pulled into conflict. It is also possible that higher status men are451

more likely to get drawn into conflicts because they are more likely to step in as mediators (Glowacki452

and von Rueden, 2015), or higher status men may act more entitled or otherwise provoke conflict due453

to envy or dissatisfaction in men with less influence, consistent with conflict as a leveling mechanism454

(Boehm, 1999).455

Physically formidable men reported receiving coalitional support from a greater number of other men ,456

and they were more likely to be named as a source of coalitional support in the first period of our study,457

though the effects are small. The former result is consistent with evidence in non-human primates458

(Silk, 1999; Perry et al., 2004; Young et al., 2014) and experimental work in humans (Benenson et al.,459

2009; Barbaro et al., 2018), which suggests that competitive ability increases one’s market value as460

a coalition partner. Targeting physically formidable men with coalitional support may increase the461

probability of gaining their coalitionary support in the future.462

The time heterogeneity of several of our effects may be attributed in part to the presence of an exoge-463

nous shock, severe flooding, in the months prior to data collection in 2014. The flooding substantially464

limited food production and potential social interactions, as reflected in a large drop in average num-465

ber of sharing partner nominations in 2014. It may be that in the months and years post-flooding,466

cooperation in general became more concentrated among those with stronger existing investments in467

each other’s welfare. If so, this could explain why, in period 2, sharing relationships were even more468

predictive of coalitional support yet high status was less predictive of naming others as providing469

coalitional support. Greater demands may also have been placed on leadership post-flooding. While470

the community corregidor was named the most frequently as a source of coalitional support at each471

wave of data collection, only in period 2 did we see a substantial temporal effect in our full model while472

conditioning on the corregidor’s other attributes and social relationships. Interpretation of this effect473

is complicated, as the corregidor position changed hands at each time point, and thus it is important474

to note that the effect is assessing the effect of being a corregidor in an observed time on predicting475

future provision of coalitional support. Our time heterogeneous effects may also be caused by the476

different time intervals between our measurement points. The amount of time that lapsed during477

period 1 (5 years), is different than the time that lapsed during period 2 (3 years). If the association478

that sharing has with coalition formation decreases over time, for example, that likely helps to explain479

why the association is stronger in period 2. In general, our time heterogeneous effects emphasize the480

value of longitudinal studies, which can link changes in behavioural dynamics to changes in context.481

Our cross-sectional results in a second Tsimane community largely corroborate our longitudinal results482

(See Supplementary Materials). In this second community, coalition ties were more likely between483

close kin, between individuals with a food- or labour-sharing relationship, and between men in conflict484

with the same other individual. Coalition ties were structured by reciprocity and by transitivity, and485

higher status and more physically formidable men were more likely to be named as sources of coalitional486

support. In contrast to the longitudinal results, we found no evidence of a so-called Matthew effect,487

where an individual’s popularity as a coalition partner propagates their future popularity. Also in488

contrast to the longitudinal results, men similar in status and in physical formidability were more489

likely to have a coalition tie. Perhaps the more equal distribution of status across men in this second490

community (Glowacki and von Rueden, 2015) contributes to these results. However, the cross-sectional491

results speak less to the mechanisms guiding coalition formation than to describing the concurrent492

distribution of coalition ties.493

Quantitative analysis of men’s coalitions in other small-scale societies has tended to focus on coalition494
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formation in the context of inter-group raiding. In a study of Nyangatom pastoralists, friendship ties495

but not physical size predicted joining a raid across various model specifications (Glowacki et al., 2016).496

Raid leaders were less likely to provoke their friends to join the raid, relative to non-leader participants,497

perhaps akin to the stronger effect of sharing partnerships than status in predicting coalition ties in the498

present study. In the Nyangatom, siblings were not more likely to join a raid together, and a similar499

lack of close consanguineal kinship in raiding party formation has been documented in the Yanomamo500

(Macfarlan et al., 2014). Moreover, Macfarlan et al. (2014) identified co-participation in raiding as501

a source of long-term alliance building via marriage. Thus, kinship—particularly affinal kinship—502

was more a consequence than a cause of raiding party formation. The bidirectional relationship503

between intra-group coalition formation and inter-group conflict deserves more systematic study cross-504

culturally.505

Limitations506

The small number of conflict nominations and low temporal stability of the conflict network preclude507

our ability to analyze conflicts as an outcome, rather than only as a predictor of coalition ties. Fur-508

thermore, our data do not specify which of individuals’ nominated coalition partners actually provided509

support in the context of the specific conflicts they reported. Nor does our data indicate who indi-510

viduals’ believed won or lost their conflicts, if anyone. It may be that individuals who have more511

coalitional support don’t actually have to mobilize their coalition partners to win conflicts. What512

may be most important is that others know they could mobilize a large coalition. Indeed, a study513

of village 1 in 2005 found that men with more kin and allies were perceived by their peers as more514

capable of winning a dyadic fight or getting their way in a small group, independent of their physical515

strength (von Rueden et al., 2008).516

Given the risks of over-parameterizing our model, and the absence of theoretical motivation, we do517

not parse different categories of kinship or food-and-labour sharing, nor analyze effects of weaker kin518

ties, nor analyze their relationship to our transitivity effect. Beyond the dyad, there are many causal519

routes by which our covariates could contribute to transitivity in coalition ties. To illustrate the most520

simple example in terms of kinship (limited to triadic configurations, i.e., three potential individuals),521

it may be that men prefer kin of kin as a coalition partner, prefer their kin’s non-kin coalition partner522

as a coalition partner, or prefer kin of a non-kin coalition partner as a coalition partner, among other523

possibilities.524

We restricted our analysis to men’s coalition formation as we presently lack longitudinal data on525

women’s coalitions and conflicts. There is reason to analyze coalition networks separately by gender,526

given evidence of gender differences in how men and women build and leverage their social relation-527

ships, in industrialized societies (Benenson, 2019; David-Barrett et al., 2015; Dunbar, 2018; Friebel528

et al., 2017; Liesen, 2013; Vigil, 2007) and in small-scale societies with more pronounced gender divi-529

sion of labor (D’Exelle and Holvoet, 2011; Kasper and Mulder, 2015; Bliege Bird and Power, 2015; von530

Rueden et al., 2018). In the Tsimane, a previous cross-sectional analysis of village 1 found that social531

relationships beyond the extended family are relatively gender segregated, men tend to have more532

cooperation partners than women, men tend to cooperate in larger groups, and a much larger fraction533

of men’s cooperation partners are same-sex and non-kin (von Rueden et al., 2018). Furthermore,534

Tsimane men play a more conspicuous role in community politics, but women may gain influence535

through alternative strategies, such as leading collective action at the extended household level, or536

gaining influence more broadly via gossip or via the making of the alcoholic drink (chicha) that is the537

glue of social gatherings (von Rueden et al., 2018). A study of two villages in rural southern India538

found that women likewise are seen as lacking influence, but nevertheless can be as central as men in539

the village cooperation network (Power and Ready, 2018). Much more research is needed of women’s540

coalition-building in small-scale societies (e.g., Rucas, 2017), how women’s and men’s coalitions influ-541

ence each other (e.g., Bowser and Patton, 2004), and in general how sexual selection and culturally542
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varying norms associated with a gendered division of labor interact in the production of gendered543

coalition building (von Rueden et al., 2018).544

Men’s politics in egalitarian societies545

While our results are limited to one cultural context, they have implications for the social dynamics546

that maintain political egalitarianism among men in many small-scale societies, presently and an-547

cestrally. Among the Tsimane, we find that higher status men are hubs of a large community-wide548

coalition network, which shows only minimal differentiation into separable coalitions (Figures 2a-c)549

and with limited homophily by status. Greater isolation of within-network clusters can be a key550

ingredient for the emergence of stratification in larger communities, when accompanied by emergence551

of economic specialization and a division of labour (Henrich and Boyd, 2008), homophily by status552

(Dávid-Barrett and Dunbar, 2014), and ability of elites to deploy defensible resources to effectively553

prevent revolution (Pandit et al., 2020).554

The emergence of social network clustering itself is dependent on the process by which individuals gain555

and maintain status. Most evolutionary accounts of human egalitarianism emphasize the evolution556

of group-wide leveling coalitions that suppress individual attempts to dominate others, resulting in557

a “reverse dominance hierarchy” (Boehm, 1999; Gavrilets et al., 2008). However, dominance rela-558

tionships are not the only source of status hierarchy, particularly for humans. Prestige-based status559

became more important as hominins evolved greater interdependence in food production and in raising560

offspring (Redhead et al., 2019; von Rueden, 2020). Even in the most egalitarian societies, commu-561

nity members will grant greater informal influence to individuals whose generosity or knowledge or562

leadership generates the most benefits for others (Garfield et al., 2019), including leadership that563

coordinates leveling of would-be dominants.564

Thus, to maintain status in relatively egalitarian societies, high status individuals are motivated to565

demonstrate their value by broadly offering support to individuals of lower status than themselves566

(von Rueden and Jaeggi, 2016). And as we demonstrated in our previous work with the Tsimane (von567

Rueden et al., 2019), lower status individuals gain status (i.e. influence and respect) over time as a568

result of cooperation with higher status individuals. Status can beget more status, especially where569

status is based on inheritance of material wealth (Mattison et al., 2016; Borgerhoff Mulder et al.,570

2009). As societies gain greater access to privately accumulable material wealth and status becomes571

more contingent on such wealth, higher status individuals may lose some incentive to cooperate with572

lower status individuals (i.e., Kasper and Mulder, 2015; Thomas et al., 2018). However, in societies573

like the Tsimane with less market integration, status differentiation is kept in check in part by the574

dependency of status on cooperation with diverse community members, and the status gains that575

accrue to lower status individuals who cooperate with higher status individuals (von Rueden et al.,576

2019). Prestige-driven cooperation dynamics, not just leveling of would-be dominants, maintains577

human egalitarianism.578

Of course, individuals must walk a thin line when offering coalitional support in order to build or579

maintain status. The highest status individuals in relatively egalitarian societies are those who can580

strategically deploy coalitional support to build up a community-wide following while simultaneously581

limiting resentment among individuals who don’t get their way. It is not contradictory that high582

status Tsimane men are seen as providing more coalitional support, are seen as frequent sources of583

conflict, and yet are also more likely to be named as conflict mediators (Glowacki and von Rueden,584

2015). Politics is the art of persuading (just) enough people you have their interests at heart.585
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